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Abstract— Data movement has the very significant role in the 

data communication and processing in digital and analog 

systems. It is not easy as well as not simply the movement of 

digital data streams through the semiconductor chips during 

the processing and communicating time with a neighbor 

system. This technique provides a simple and easy method to 

move the digital data through the different communicating 

modules with a high degree of reliability and data recovery. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In modern VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) Technology, 

the speed of operation of the digital system and circuits have 

a crucial role for the data processing and management. The 

speed of operation plays one of the main analyzing factors of 

the system. In addition to that reliability of the data 

processing and manipulated have the same role. By adopting 

the high-speed processing and operating methods, the system 

has to keep the data safe and reliable throughout the operating 

time. Another parameter for the digital system is a delay. 

VLSI technology aims to reduce the delay and power of the 

system and increase the speed of operation. This serial shift 

register is made up of D flip-flop and the regenerative 

mechanism can able to retain the data after sending. 

 Serial in Serial out (SISO) shift registers are a 

synchronous circuit with the data shifted from one Flip Flop 

to another by the control of Clock signal. The delay of the 

clock signal determines the operating speed. After the data 

movement from the device, the register will be either empty 

or started to accommodate the next stream. In some other 

situation if the send data needed for the retransmission or 

error checking. Such type of situation will make the system 

slower and postpone the shifting operation of the next data. 

So this proposed method can be able to overcome this 

significant issue in the digital circuits with a minimum 

number of gates. 

 The main role in the SISO shift register plays D flip-

flop and the feedback data retention operation is done with 

the help of combinational circuits. The responsibility of the 

combinational circuit is to keep the output data as the input of 

the shift register if the system has enabled for data recovery 

process. 

II. CONSTRUCTION 

The key element in the regenerative mechanism is D flip-flop 

and feedback combinational circuit. The first design 

consideration includes the delay calculation of the single D 

FlipFlop. The below diagram shows the calculation of delay 

in each D flip-flop. 

A. Delay Calculation 

1) Flip Flop Delay 

The sum of Setup time and Clock output delay is the only true 

measure of the performance with respect to the system speed. 

 
 Fig. 1: D Flip Flop Delay 

 The D flip-flop will use 0.01% of the one single 

LUT. This cause very less power for the operation. 

 The D flip flop has used the synchronous reset for 

the stable operation. 

always @(posedge Clk) 

begin 

if ( Rst ==1'b1) 

Q<=1'b0; 

The below diagram shows the RTL view of the D flipflop 

 
Fig. 2: D Flip Flop 

B. Regenerative Feedback 

The regenerative feedback structure is given in fig 3. This 

consist of a simple combinational logic od AND, OR and 

NOT gate. The logic has two inputs. The Data_In input 

provides the input pin for data entry. This is one of the inputs 

of gate G4. The second input of the same gate is connected to 

the Control pin by inverting the value. This combination 

provides the Enable / Block condition for input and Output.  
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Fig. 3: Regenerative Mechanism 

 The control input is connected to the AND gate G1. 

Here we can see the two inputs of the AND gates are 

connected together. The output of the gate G1 will be 1 at both 

inputs are 1. That is, when the Control input goes to HIGH, 

the output of the gate G1 will be High. 

 The third stage of the circuit consists of output enable 

stage. This is done with the help of gate G2. When the control 

input is HIGH, it enables the gate G1 and the output will be 

HIGH. This HIGH output enables the gate G2. This process 

makes the gate G2 to pass the output of the last Flip-Flop to 

the input section. The input to the SISO is given through an 

OR gate. This OR ate will pass either Data input or SISO 

output. 

C. SISO with Regenerative Feedback 

 
Fig. 4: SISO with Regenerative Feedback 

Fig 4 shows the 16-bit SISO with regenerative feedback. We 

have seen the regenerative feedback mechanism in the 

previous section. The system will be able to restore the data 

back to the register after the 12th clock pulse. This will make 

the circuit more reliable for data manipulation and processing. 

The system is able to hold the data in the SISO register for 

further processing. The Control signal can be used for this 

purpose. 

 
Fig. 5: RTL view of SISO with Regenerative Feedback 

 
Fig. 6: Output Waveform With Enabled Regeneration 

 
Fig. 7: RTL of Regenerative Feedback 

 
Fig. 8: 16 Bit Regenerative SISO 

III. CONCLUSION 

Shift registers are the unavoidable blocks in every digital data 

transmission mechanism. Improvements in this sequential 

logic will enhance the reliability and speed of operation. This 

proposed system can be used as the base for automated 

regenerative feedback mechanism. 
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